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(57) Abstract: A collaborative authoring application provides an author
ing environment in which two or more users can edit a document concur
rently. Each user edits a copy of the document, sends updates to a master 
copy of the document, and receives updates from the master copy of the 
document. The authoring environment may be configured into a public 
mode of operation, in which content and metadata are synchronized auto
matically, or into a private mode of operation, in which metadata is syn
chronized automatically and content is synchronized only at the request of 
the user. The authoring application may edit documents offline in public 
or private mode.
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COLLABORATIVE AUTHORING MODES

BACKGROUND

[0001] Traditional collaborative editing tends to be performed serially. Users take 

turns accessing a document, editing the document, and storing their edits. The accessing 

user may place a lock on the file to inhibit other users from editing the document when the 

accessing user is editing the document. Such iterative editing processes can cause delays 

since each user may wait for a turn at editing the document. In addition, iterative editing 

processes may be difficult to manage. For example, each user may need to keep track of 

who is editing which portions of the document, which version of the document is the most 

recent, and when the user will have a turn.

[0002] In other types of traditional collaborative editing, users can edit a shared 

copy of the same document. For example, in the ONENOTE® note-taking program 

offered by MICROSOFT CORPORATION of Redmond, WA, multiple users may add, 

move, and delete objects concurrently within a shared notebook-style document. In such 

products, changes to the document tend to be available to users in real-time or a close- 

approximation thereof.

[0003] It is desired, therefore, to provide an authoring system for editing a first user 

copy of a document on a user device, a computer-implemented method of synchronizing a 

user copy of a document with a master copy of the document, and a computer readable 

storage medium storing computer executable instructions, which perform a method of 

authoring a first user copy of a document stored on a user device when executed by a 

computing device that alleviate one or more difficulties of the prior art, or at least provide 

a useful alternative.

SUMMARY

[0004] In accordance with the present invention, there is provided an authoring 

system for editing a first user copy of a document on a user device, the first user copy 

being generated based on a master copy of the document, the authoring system comprising:
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a local cache stored on the user device, the local cache including a store cache and 

an upload cache;

an authoring application configured to execute on the user device, the authoring 

application being configured to edit the first user copy of a document, the authoring 

application being adapted to be selectively configured into an operating mode selected 

from the group consisting of a public operating mode and a private operating mode, the 

authoring application being configured to generate metadata updates based on edits made 

to the first user copy of the document and to generate content updates based on edits made 

to the first user copy of the document, the metadata updates including at least one lock 

generated by the authoring application around at least one data unit of the first user copy of 

the document, the lock inhibiting other authoring applications from editing the at least one 

data unit on any other user copy of the document, the data unit being visible on at least one 

other user copy of the document, the at least one data unit comprising a portion of the 

document, the portion of the document being less than an entirety of all data units within 

the document, the lock being associated with the at least one data unit, the lock allowing 

the other authoring applications to edit any data unit of the document not associated with 

the lock;

a metadata sync module configured to synchronize the metadata updates between 

the first user copy of the document and the master copy of the document regardless of the 

mode of operation into which the authoring application is configured;

a protect module configured to store the generated content updates into the store 

content cache of the local cache when the protect module receives instructions to store the 

document, the protect module also being further configured to store the generated content 

updates into the upload cache when the generated content updates are stored into the store 

cache if the authoring application is configured into the public operating mode; and

a publish module configured to share the content updates stored in the upload cache 

with the master copy of the document, wherein sharing the content updates with the master 

copy of the document integrates the content updates into the master copy.
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[0004A] The present invention also provides a computer-implemented method of 

synchronizing a user copy of a document with a master copy of the document, the user 

copy of the document being stored on a user computing device and the master copy of the 

document being stored on a storage device that is configured to be communicatively 

coupled to the user computing device, the method comprising:

connecting the user computing device to the storage device;

selecting a private mode of operation for an authoring application;

editing at the user computing device the user copy of the document with the

authoring application to generate at least a first content update;

transmitting periodically from the user computing device to the storage device any

metadata updates generated by editing the user copy of the document, wherein the 

metadata updates are instantiated into the master copy stored on the storage device;

storing at the user computing device the content update generated by editing the 

user copy of the document;

receiving periodically at the user computing device external metadata updates from 

the master copy of the document when the master copy has been updated to include the 

external metadata updates, at least one of the received external metadata updates being a 

lock around at least one data unit of the user copy of the document, the lock preventing the 

user from editing the at least one data unit of the user copy of the document, the at least 

one data unit comprising a portion of the user copy of the document, the portion being less 

than all text within the user copy of the document, the lock being associated with the at 

least one data unit, the lock allowing the user to edit any data unit of the user copy of the 

document not associated with the lock;

instantiating the external metadata updates received from the master copy of the 

document into the user copy of the document;

receiving periodically at the user computing device external content updates from 

the master copy of the document when the master copy has been updated to include the 

external content updates.

[0004B| The present invention also provides a computer readable storage 

medium storing computer executable instructions, which perform a method of authoring a
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first user copy of a document stored on a user device when executed by a computing 

device, wherein the computer readable storage medium does not consist of a propagated 

signal, the method comprising:

configuring an authoring application into a public mode of operation, wherein the 

authoring application is configured to be executed by the user device to author the first 

user copy of the document, wherein the user device is offline;

editing the first user copy of the document with the authoring application to 

generate a plurality of content updates;

storing at the user device any metadata generated by the authoring application, the 

metadata including at least one lock generated by the authoring application around at least 

one data unit of the first user copy of the document, the lock inhibiting other authoring 

applications from editing the at least one data unit on any other user copy of the document, 

the data unit being visible on at least one other user copy of the document, the at least one 

data unit comprising a portion of the document, the portion of the document being less 

than a total size of all data units within the document, the lock being associated with the at 

least one data unit, the lock allowing the other authoring applications to edit any data unit 

of the document not associated with the lock;

storing in a queue at the user device the content updates generated by the authoring 

application;

connecting the user device to the storage device;

sharing the metadata with the master copy of the document when the user device is 

connected to the storage device even if the authoring application is closed before the user 

device is connected.

[0005] In general, a collaborative authoring application provides an authoring 

environment in which two or more users can edit a document concurrently. The authoring 

application is adapted to be selectively configured into a public mode of operation, in 

which each user's edits are freely shared, or a private mode of operation, in which each 

user's edits may be kept private.

[0006] According to aspects of the described embodiments, metadata updates are 

synchronized automatically between each user copy and the master copy of the document
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regardless of the selected operating mode. The availability of content updates, however, 

depends on the operating mode into which the authoring application is configured.

[0007] In one embodiment, an authoring application configured in a public 

operating mode periodically shares with the master copy both content and metadata 

updates generated by the authoring application. In another embodiment, an authoring 

application configured in a private operating mode periodically shares with the master 

copy only metadata updates generated by the authoring application.

[0008] According to other aspects, an authoring application may edit a user copy of 

a document even when the authoring application cannot synchronize content or metadata 

with a master copy of the document (e.g., when the authoring application is offline). In 

one embodiment, the authoring application may be configured into a public or private 

mode of operation when the authoring application is offline.

[0009] These and other features and advantages will be apparent from a reading of 

the following detailed description and a review of the associated drawings. It is to be 

understood that both the foregoing general description and the following detailed 

description are explanatory only and are not restrictive of aspects as claimed.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
[0009A] Some embodiments of the present invention are hereinafter described, by 

way of example only, with reference to the accompanying drawings, wherein:

[0010] FIG. 1 is a schematic block diagram illustrating an example authoring 

system having features that are examples of inventive aspects of the disclosure;

[0011] FIG. 2 is a schematic block diagram illustrating the authoring system of 

FIG. 1 in which a document stored on first computing device may include content and 

metadata in accordance with the principles of the present disclosure;

[0012] FIG. 3 is a schematic block diagram of a document having five units of 

data, the second of which is locked, in accordance with the principles of the present 

disclosure;
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[0013] FIG. 4 is a schematic block diagram of a user computing system configured 

to implement an authoring environment in accordance with the principles of the present 

disclosure;

|0014] FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating an operational flow for an example 

synchronization process by which a user copy of a document may be synchronized with a 

master copy of the document in accordance with the principles of the present disclosure;

[0015] FIG. 6 is a schematic block diagram of an authoring system in which 

authoring applications are configured into public modes of operation in accordance with 

the principles of the present disclosure;
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[0016] FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating an operational flow for an exemplary public

mode synchronization process by which an authoring application may synchronize a user

copy of a document with a master copy of the document when the authoring application is

configured into a public operating mode in accordance with the principles of the disclosure;

[0017] FIG. 8 is a schematic block diagram of an authoring system in which 

authoring applications are configured into private modes of operation in accordance with 

the principles of the present disclosure;

[0018] FIG. 9 is a flowchart illustrating an operational flow for an example private 

mode synchronization process by which an authoring application may synchronize a user 

copy of a document with a master copy of the document when the authoring application is 

configured into a private operating mode in accordance with the principles of the 

disclosure;

[0019] FIG. 10 is a flowchart illustrating an operational flow for an exemplary 

toggle process by which an authoring application may be configured into a different 

operating mode in accordance with the principles of the present disclosure;

[0020] FIGS. 11-19 are schematic block diagrams of the caches stored on a storage 

device, a first user computing device, and a second user computing device at different 

points in time during a collaborative authoring session in which a first user and a second 

user of the first and second user computing devices, respectively, edit a document 

concurrently in accordance with the principles of the present disclosure;

[0021] FIG. 20 is a schematic block diagram of an authoring system illustrating a 

user computing device having features that are examples of inventive aspects in accordance 

with the principles of the present disclosure;

[0022] FIG. 21 is a flowchart illustrating an operational flow for an exemplary 

authoring process by which a user computing device can synchronize a user copy of a 

document with a master copy of the document in accordance with the principles of the 

present disclosure; and

[0023] FIG. 22 is a flowchart illustrating an operational flow for an exemplary 

transitioning process by which a user computing device can synchronize a user copy of a 

document with a master copy of the document after editing the user copy offline in 

accordance with the principles of the present disclosure.

3
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0024] In the following detailed description, references are made to the 

accompanying drawings that form a part hereof, and in which are shown by way of 

illustrations specific embodiments or examples. While the disclosure will be described in 

the general context of program modules that execute in conjunction with an application 

program that runs on an operating system on a computer system, those skilled in the art will 

recognize that the disclosure also may be implemented in combination with other program 

modules. The embodiments described herein may be combined and other embodiments 

may be utilized without departing from the spirit or scope of the present disclosure. The 

following detailed description is therefore not to be taken in a limiting sense, and the scope 

of the invention is defined by the appended claims and their equivalents.

[0025] Embodiments of the present disclosure provide an environment in which 

multiple users may collaboratively author a document. FIG. 1 illustrates an example 

authoring system 100 having features that are examples of inventive aspects of the present 

disclosure. The authoring system 100 includes a storage device 120 storing a master copy 

of a document 150. In one embodiment, the storage device 120 may include a computing 

device. In another embodiment, the storage device 120 can include one or more storage 

devices (e.g., a network of server computing devices).

[0026] The authoring system 100 also includes at least one user computing device 

110 that may communicatively couple to the storage device 120. Each of the user 

computing devices 110 may edit the document 150 by creating a user copy 155 of the 

document 150 and editing the user copy 155. The user copies 155 of the document 150 are 

synchronized when the user computing devices 110 periodically send to the storage device 

120 updates to be shared with the other user computing devices and periodically obtain 

from the storage device 120 updates from the other user computing devices.

[0027] As the term is used herein, a user computing device 110 includes any 

computing device that is configured to obtain a user copy of a document to be authored 

from a master copy of the document. The user computing device 110 can be different from 

the storage device 120 or can include a different user account implemented on the storage 

device 120. In one embodiment, a computing device that acts as a storage device 120 for 

one document may act as a user computing device 110 for a different document and vice 

versa.

4
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[0028] In the example shown in FIG. 1, four user computing devices 110A, 110B,

1 IOC, and 110D are communicatively coupled to the storage device 120. In other 

embodiments, however, any number of computing devices 110 may be coupled to the 

storage device 120. In the example shown, each user computing device 110A, 110B, 110C, 

110D can send to the storage device 120 updates generated by the user of the user 

computing device and can request from the storage device 120 updates generated by the 

users of the other user computing devices. In one embodiment, the storage device 120 can 

be a server computing device and the user computing devices 110A, 110B, 110C, 110D can 

be client computing devices.

[0029] As shown in FIG. 2, the master copy of the document 150 stored on the 

storage device 120 can include content 152 and metadata 154. In some embodiments, 

metadata 154 can be stored separately from content 152. For example, content 152 can be 

stored in the document 150 and metadata 154 can be stored in a table (not shown) separate 

from the document 150. In other embodiments, however, the metadata 154 can be stored 

within the document 150.

[0030] Authoring applications 130 on the user computing devices 110 process and 

manipulate corresponding content and metadata of the user copies 155 of the document 

150. In general, the authoring applications 130 can synchronize updates to the content 152 

separately from updates to the metadata 154. For example, metadata updates 154 may be 

synchronized automatically among the storage device 120 and user computing devices 110, 

whereas content updates 152 from each user computing device 110 may be synchronized at 

the request of the respective user.

[0031] As the term is used herein, metadata updates refer to any addition, deletion, 

and/or revision made to metadata 154 of the document to be authored. Non-limiting 

examples of document metadata include content locks, presence information, and other 

such data. As will be discussed herein, content locks inhibit editing of content within the 

lock by users that do not own the lock. Presence information indicates which users have 

indicated an intention to edit the document to be authored.

[0032] In some embodiments, metadata may be exchanged between the storage 

device 120 and the user computing device 110 at periodic time intervals. In one 

embodiment, metadata may be exchanged every few seconds. However, metadata 

exchanges may occur at shorter or longer time intervals. In other embodiments, metadata 

may be exchanged when a user performs a finalization act (e.g., saving the document).

5
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[0033] As the term is used herein, content updates refer to any addition, deletion, 

and/or revision made to the substantive content 152 of the document to be authored. For 

example, content updates for a word processing document may include added paragraphs 

(i.e., or sections thereof), deleted paragraphs (i.e., or section thereof), and/or revised 

paragraphs (i.e., or sections thereof). In another embodiment, content updates for a 

presentation document can include added, deleted, and/or revised pictures, text, animations, 

sounds, and other such data objects.

[0034] In some embodiments, content is exchanged only at the request of a user.

For example, in one embodiment, a user of one of the user computing devices 110 may 

request to share content changes with other users. In another embodiment, a user of one of 

the user computing devices 110 may request to view content changes made by other users. 

In other embodiments, however, content may be exchanged automatically.

[0035] Referring to FIG. 3, content locks inhibit editing conflicts by indicating 

which portions of a document have been claimed by another user. In some embodiments, 

the content locks can prevent a user from editing a portion of a document that has been 

claimed by another user. In other embodiments, however, the user can choose to break the 

content lock and edit the portion of the document. In such cases, the lock can warn the user 

that conflicts may arise when editing the locked section.

[0036] FIG. 3 is a schematic block diagram of a document 200 having five units of 

data 210, 220, 230, 240, 250. In one embodiment, the document 200 is a word processing 

document and the units of data 210-250 are paragraphs of text. In another embodiment, the 

document 200 is a presentation document and the first unit of data 210 is a title or subject 

heading, the second unit of data 220 is a picture or other data object, and the remaining 

units of data 230, 240, 250 are blocks of text.

[0037] A first user can generate a lock around one or more of the units of data 210

250 of the document 200. In the example shown in FIG. 3, the first user has locked the 

second unit of data 220, as indicated by the cross-hatching. By generating the content lock, 

the first user has indicated the first user intends to edit the second unit of data 220. For 

example, the first user can generate the lock when the first user is actively editing the unit 

of data 220. In another embodiment, the first user can generate the lock and then edit the 

unit of data 220 at a later time. In other embodiments, the lock is generated automatically 

when the first user edits the document. As noted above, the authoring application

6
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managing the document 200 may prevent a user other than the first user from editing the

locked data unit 220.

[0038] In general, a content lock generated by a first user is displayed to all other 

users who access the document during the life of the lock. In one embodiment, the first 

user also can view the content lock. Locks can be displayed using different types of 

indicia. For example, in one embodiment, the background of a locked unit of data may be 

colored, shaded, or patterned (e.g., see data unit 220 of FIG. 3). In another embodiment, 

the content (e.g., text, picture, shape, or other data object) of the locked unit may be 

colored, shaded, or patterned. In yet another embodiment, a box, bracket, or symbol can be 

displayed adjacent the locked unit of data to indicate the lock.

[0039] Lock metadata can be stored in a variety of different formats. For example, 

lock metadata may be stored in a table format. Presence metadata also can be stored in a 

variety of formats. For example, presence metadata can be stored in a table. In another 

embodiment, however, lock and presence metadata can be stored in a different format.

[0040] In general, an authoring environment having features that are examples of 

inventive aspects in accordance with the principles of the disclosure can be implemented on 

a user computing device (e.g., a personal computer, a server computer, a notebook 

computer, a PDA, a Smartphone, or any other such computing device). A non-limiting 

embodiment of a user computing system 400 configured to implement an authoring 

environment is described herein with reference to FIG. 4.

[0041] In FIG. 4, the exemplary computing system 400 for implementing the 

principles of the disclosure includes a user computing device, such as user computing 

device 410. In a basic configuration, the user computing device 410 typically includes at 

least one processing unit 415 for executing applications and programs stored in system 

memory 420. Depending on the exact configuration and type of computing device 410, the 

system memory 420 may include, but is not limited to, RAM, ROM, EEPROM, flash 

memory, CD-ROM, digital versatile disks (DVD) or other optical storage devices, 

magnetic cassettes, magnetic tape, magnetic disk storage or other magnetic storage devices, 

or other memory technology.

[0042] System memory 420 typically stores an operating system 422, such as the 

WINDOWS® operating systems from MICROSOFT CORPORATION of Redmond, WA, 

suitable for controlling the operation of the computing device 410. System memory 420

7
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also may include a document cache 426 in which a user copy 427 of a document can be

stored. Metadata 429 of the document also can be stored within the user cache 426.

[0043] The system memory 420 also may store one or more software applications, 

such as authoring applications 424 for creating and editing documents. One non-limiting 

example of an authoring application 424 suitable for authoring documents in accordance 

with the principles of the present disclosure is MICROSOFT® OFFICE WORD authoring 

software from MICROSOFT CORPORATION of Redmond, WA. Other non-limiting 

examples of authoring applications include POWERPOINT® presentation software and 

VISIO® drawing and diagramming software, both also from MICROSOFT

CORPORATION of Redmond, WA.

[0044] Computing device 410 also may have input device(s) 430, such as a 

keyboard, mouse, pen, voice input device, touch input device, etc., for entering and 

manipulating data. Output device(s) 435, such as a display screen, speakers, printer, etc., 

also may be included. These output devices 435 are well known in the art and need not be 

discussed at length herein.

[0045] The computing device 410 also may contain communication connections 

440 that allow the device 410 to communicate with other computing devices, for example, 

the storage device 120 of FIG. 1, over a network in a distributed computing environment 

(e.g., an intranet or the Internet). By way of example, and not limitation, communication 

device media 440 includes wired media such as a wired network or direct-wired 

connection, and wireless media, such as acoustic, RF, infrared and other wireless media.

[0046] Referring to FIGS. 5-19, the synchronization process by which an authoring 

application exchanges content and metadata with the storage device may differ depending 

on a privacy mode selected by the user of the authoring application. FIG. 5 is a flowchart 

illustrating an exemplary synchronization process 500 by which an authoring system 100 

implemented on a user computing device 110 can synchronize a user copy 155 of a 

document to be authored with a master copy 150 of the document stored on the storage 

device 120. The synchronization process 500 initializes and begins at a start module 502 

and proceeds to a first update operation 504.

[0047] The first update operation 504 synchronizes the metadata of the user copy 

155 with the metadata of the master copy 150. In some embodiments, the first update 

operation 504 synchronizes the metadata without requiring interaction with the user. For 

example, the first update operation 504 may provide an exchange of metadata between the

8
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storage device 120 and the user computing device 110 at periodic time intervals. In one

embodiment, the first update operation 504 provides for an exchange of metadata every few

seconds. In other embodiments, however, the first update operation 504 may provide for

the exchange of metadata to occur in shorter or longer time intervals.

[0048] An obtain operation 506 periodically checks the storage cache 125 of the 

storage device 120 to determine whether any content updates from other users are 

available. If such content updates are available, the obtain operation 506 obtains the 

content updates. In one embodiment, the obtain operation 506 causes the user device 110 

to poll the storage device 120 and to pull any content updates from the storage cache 125.

In another embodiment, the obtain operation 506 causes the storage device 120 to send the 

content updates to the user device 110 upon request. In other embodiments, however, the 

storage device 120 sends any available content updates to the user device 110 without 

prompting from the user device 110.

[0049] A determination module 508 determines a mode of operation (e.g., public or 

private) in which the authoring application 130 is configured. For example, the 

determination module 508 may determine the authoring application is configured in a 

public mode of operation. In general, when the authoring application 130 operates in a 

public mode, the authoring application 130 generally share content updates with the storage 

device 120. In one embodiment, authoring applications 130 operating in public mode 

transmit content updates to the storage device 120 upon performance of a finalization 

action (e.g., the user saves the document, an auto-save feature activates, etc.).

[0050] In another embodiment, the determination module 508 may determine the 

authoring application 130 is configured in a private mode of operation. In general, 

authoring applications 130 operating in a private mode generally do not share content 

updates with the storage device 120. In one embodiment, authoring applications 130 

operating in private mode do not transmit content updates to the storage device 120, even 

upon performance of a finalization action (e.g., the user saves the document, an auto-save 

feature activates, etc.). In such embodiments, content updates generated by the authoring 

application 130 are only sent to the storage device 120 only when the user toggles to a 

public mode of operation.

[0051] Accordingly, if the determination module 508 determines the authoring 

application 130 is configured into a public mode of operation, then a transmit operation 510 

sends content updates generated by the authoring application 130 to the storage device 120.
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The synchronization process 500 completes and ends at a stop module 512. However, if

the determination module 508 determines the authoring application 130 is configured in a

private mode of operation, then the synchronization process 500 proceeds to the stop

module 512 without implementing the transmit operation 510.

[0052] FIG. 6 is a schematic block diagram of an authoring system 600 configured 

to implement a public mode synchronization cycle. The authoring system 600 generally 

includes a storage device 620 and one or more user devices 610. Content 652 and metadata 

654 of a document to be authored are stored within memory 625 on the storage device 620. 

In the example shown in FIG. 6, a first user device 610A and a second user device 610B 

both access the content 652 and metadata 654 stored on the storage device 620. The user 

computing devices 610A, 610B each include a local cache 635A, 635B, respectively, and a 

user copy 655A, 655B, respectively, of the document to be authored.

[0053] The local cache 635 of each user computing device 610 is configured to 

store a publish module 632, a protect module 634, an obtain module 636, an integrate 

module 638, and a metadata sync module 639. The protect module 634 is configured to 

store content changes to the local cache 635. In one embodiment, the protect module 634 

triggers activation of the publish module 632. The publish module 632 is configured to 

provide (e.g., push, transmit, etc.) content updates from the local cache 635 to the storage 

memory 625 of the storage device 620. In one embodiment, the publish module 632 is 

configured to queue the content updates generated by the user copy 655 within the local 

cache 635 for transmission to the storage device 620.

[0054] The obtain module 636 is configured to obtain (e.g., pull, receive, etc.) 

content updates from the storage memory 625 of the storage device 620. In one 

embodiment, the obtain module 636 is configured to queue the content updates obtained 

from the storage memory 625 within the local cache 635 of the user device 610. The 

integrate module 638 is configured to instantiate the content changes into the user copy 655 

of the document. In one embodiment, the integrate module 638 is configured to indicate 

the availability of content updates and to receive a user selection to review, ignore, or 

instantiate the changes.

[0055] The metadata sync module 639 synchronizes metadata updates between the 

user copy 655 of the document to be authored and a master copy stored on the storage 

device 620. In one embodiment, the metadata sync module 639 transmits metadata updates 

between the storage device 620 and the user device 610 at regular time intervals. In
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another embodiment, the metadata sync module 639 transmits metadata updates as the 

metadata updates become available. Because metadata updates are regularly shared 

amongst the storage device 620 and the user devices 610, the metadata stored in the local 

cache 635 of the user device 610 typically reflects a current state of the metadata of the 

master copy of the document to be authored.

[0056] FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating an example operational flow for a public 

mode synchronization process 700 by which an authoring application can synchronize a 

document being edited by the authoring application with a master copy of the document. 

The public mode synchronization process 700 initializes and begins at a start module 702 

and proceeds to an author operation 704, which edits the document according to user 

instructions. For example, the author operation 704 may ascertain keyboard strokes 

performed by a user and implement the corresponding editing instructions. In another 

embodiment, the author operation 704 may ascertain a mouse click performed by the user 

and implement the corresponding editing instructions.

[0057] A first store operation 706 periodically collects any metadata updates and 

saves them to the local cache of the user device. Accordingly, the metadata updates are 

protected in case the authoring application crashes or otherwise malfunctions. In one 

embodiment, the first store operation 706 saves the metadata when the user provides 

instructions to save changes to the document. In another embodiment, the first store 

operation 706 stores the metadata when an automatic save feature activates. In another 

embodiment, the first store operation 706 saves the metadata at regular time intervals (e.g., 

every few milliseconds, seconds, minutes, etc.) regardless of user interaction.

[0058] A first publish operation 708 periodically sends to a storage device any 

metadata updates stored in the local cache. In general, the first publish operation 708 sends 

the metadata updates automatically without requiring any interaction with the user. For 

example, the first publish operation 708 may transmit changes to the metadata (e.g., 

software deltas) at regular time intervals (e.g., every few milliseconds, seconds, minutes, 

etc.). In another embodiment, the first publish operation 708 transmits the metadata 

updates to the storage device when such metadata updates are available in the local cache. 

In another embodiment, the first publish operation 708 transmits metadata updates at a 

request of the storage device.
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[0059] A second store operation 710 periodically saves any content updates to the 

local cache of the user device. Accordingly, the content updates are protected in case the 

authoring application crashes or otherwise malfunctions. In one embodiment, the second 

store operation 710 saves the content updates when the first store operation 706 stores the 

metadata updates. In other embodiments, however, the second store operation 710 may 

save the content changes to the local cache at different times than the first store operation 

706 stores the metadata updates. In one embodiment, the second store operation 710 may 

save changes to the content in a queue or other ordered listing to enable the content updates 

to be subsequently transmitted in the order in which they were generated.

[0060] A second publish operation 712 sends the content updates to the storage 

device. In one embodiment, the second publish operation 712 transmits content updates to 

the storage device when instructions to share are provided by the user (e.g., the user 

explicitly performs a publication action, an auto-save feature of the authoring application is 

implemented, etc.). In another embodiment, the second publish operation 712 transmits 

content updates when such content updates are available from the authoring application. In 

another embodiment, the second publish operation 712 sends the content updates 

automatically without requiring any interaction from the user. In yet another embodiment, 

the second publish operation 712 may send content updates at a request of the storage 

device.

[0061] A first instantiate operation 714 periodically obtains metadata updates from 

the storage device and automatically instantiates the metadata updates into the document 

being authored by the authoring application. For example, the first instantiate operation 

714 may obtain metadata updates generated by other users at regular time intervals (e.g., 

every few milliseconds, seconds, minutes, etc.). In another embodiment, the first 

instantiate operation 714 obtains the metadata updates when such metadata updates are 

available. Typically, no interaction with the user is required to instantiate the metadata 

updates. For example, any newly generated locks with be displayed to the user 

automatically when the metadata updates are obtained.

[0062] A second instantiate operation 716 periodically obtains content updates from 

the storage device and makes the content updates available to the user for viewing and/or 

instantiation. For example, the second instantiate operation 716 may obtain at regular time 

intervals (e.g., every few milliseconds, seconds, minutes, etc.) content updates generated by 

other users. In another embodiment, the second instantiate operation 716 obtains the
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content updates when such content updates are available. Typically, the authoring

application indicates to the user that content updates are available and enables the user to

select whether to review, instantiate, or ignore the content updates. The public mode

synchronization process 700 completes and ends at a stop module 718.

[0063] FIG. 8 is a schematic block diagram of an authoring system 800 configured 

to implement a private mode synchronization cycle. The authoring system 800 generally 

includes a storage device 820 and one or more user devices 810. Content 852 and metadata 

854 of a document to be authored are stored within memory 825 on the storage device 820. 

In the example shown in FIG. 8, a first user device 810A and a second user device 810B 

are concurrently accessing the content 852 and metadata 854 stored on the storage device 

820. The user computing devices 810A, 810B each include a local cache 835A, 835B and 

a user copy 855A, 855B of the document to be authored.

[0064] The local cache 835 of each user computing device 810 is configured to 

store a publish module 832, a protect module 834, an obtain module 836, an integrate 

module 838, and a metadata sync module 839. The protect module 834 is configured to 

store content updates from the user copy 855 to the local cache 835 for later transmission to 

the storage memory 825 of the storage device 820. In one embodiment, the protect module 

834 is configured to store the content updates according to the order in which the updates 

are generated. For example, the protect module 834 may be configured to queue the 

content updates generated by the user copy 855 within the local cache 835 for transmission 

to the storage device 820.

[0065] The publish module 832 is configured to send the content changes stored in 

the local cache to the storage device 820. In general, the publish module 832 shares the 

content changes when it receives instructions to publish the content changes. For example, 

the publish module 832 may send content changes to the storage device 820 if the user 

selects a publish option via a user interface of the authoring application. The protect 

module 834 does not trigger the publish module 832 automatically.

[0066] The obtain module 836 may be configured to obtain (e.g., pull, receive, etc.) 

content updates from the storage memory 825 of the storage device 820. In one 

embodiment, the obtain module 836 is configured to queue the content updates obtained 

from the storage memory 825 within the local cache 835 for later instantiation into the user 

copy 855 of the document to be authored. The integrate module 838 is configured to 

facilitate instantiation of the content changes into the user copy 855 of the document. For
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example, the integrate module 838 may be configured to indicate to the user that new

content updates are available for instantiation. In another embodiment, the integrate

module 838 may be configured to instantiate the content updates automatically into the user

copy 855 of the document to be authored.

[0067] The metadata sync module 839 synchronizes metadata updates between the 

user copy 855 of the document to be authored and the master copy stored on the storage 

device 820. In one embodiment, the metadata sync module 839 is the same as the metadata 

sync module 639 described above with reference to FIG. 6. In other embodiments, 

however, the metadata sync module 839 may be otherwise configured to synchronize 

metadata between the user device 810 and the storage device 820.

[0068] FIG. 9 is a flowchart illustrating an example operational flow for a private 

mode synchronization process 900 by which an authoring application can synchronize a 

document being edited by the authoring application with a master copy of the document. 

The private mode synchronization process 900 initializes and begins at a start module 902 

and proceeds to an author operation 904, which edits the document to be authored 

according to user instructions. For example, the author operation 904 can be the same as 

the authoring application 704 described above with reference to FIG. 7.

[0069] A first store operation 906 periodically saves to the local cache any metadata 

updates generated when the authoring operation 904 is implemented. In one embodiment, 

the first store operation 906 is the same as the first store operation 706 of the public mode 

synchronization process 700 described above with respect to FIG. 7. In other

embodiments, however, different processes may be used to store metadata updates. A first 

publish operation 908 periodically sends the metadata updates from the local cache to a 

storage device. In one embodiment, the first publish operation 908 is the same as the first 

publish operation 708 of the public mode synchronization process 700 described above 

with respect to FIG. 7. In other embodiments, however, different processes may be used to 

share metadata updates.

[0070] A second store operation 910 periodically saves to the local cache of a user 

device any content updates generated when the authoring operation 904 is implemented on 

the user device. In general, the second store operation 910 occurs when the user performs a 

data protection action (e.g., choosing to save the document). In one embodiment, the 

second store operation 910 is the same as the second store operation 710 of the public mode
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synchronization process 700 described above with respect to FIG. 7. In other

embodiments, however, different processes may be used to store content updates.

[0071] A determination module 912 determines whether to upload the content 

updates to the storage device. In one embodiment, the determination module 912 

determines whether the user has provided any instructions to share the content changes.

For example, the determination module 912 may determine whether the user has selected a 

"Publish" button on a user interface of the authoring application. If the determination 

module 912 determines the user has provided instructions to share the content changes, a 

second publish operation 914 sends the content changes to the storage device. If the 

determination module 912 determines the user has provided instructions to share content, 

however, then the private sync process 900 skips the second publish operation 914 and 

proceeds to a first instantiate operation 916.

[0072] The first instantiate operation 916 periodically obtains metadata updates 

from a storage device and automatically instantiates the metadata updates into the 

document being authored by the authoring application. For example, the first instantiate 

operation 916 may be the same as the first instantiate operation 714 of the public mode 

synchronization process 700 described above with respect to FIG. 7. In other 

embodiments, however, other processes may be utilized to obtain metadata from the 

storage device.

[0073] A second instantiate operation 918 obtains content updates from the storage 

device periodically and makes the content updates available to the user for viewing and/or 

instantiation. For example, the second instantiate operation 918 may be the same as the 

second instantiate operation 716 of the public mode synchronization process 700 described 

above with respect to FIG. 7. In other embodiments, however, other processes may be 

utilized to obtain content from the storage device. The private mode synchronization 

process 900 completes and ends at a stop module 920.

[0074] FIG. 10 is a flowchart illustrating an operational flow for a toggle process 

1000 by which an authoring application may be selectively configured into a public mode 

of operation or a private mode of operation. The toggle process 1000 initializes and begins 

at a start module 1002 and proceeds to a receive operation 1004. The receive operation 

1004 obtains a selection of a particular modes of operation. In one embodiment, the 

receive operation 1004 may ascertain a mode selection via a user interface tool. For
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example, the receive operation 1004 may determine the user has clicked on a toggle button

of a user interface of the authoring application user interface.

[0075] A toggle operation 1006 configures the authoring application into the 

selected operation mode. For example, the toggle operation 1006 may configure an 

authoring application that is currently configured in a private operating mode into a public 

operation mode. In such embodiments, stored content changes may be shared 

automatically with the master copy of the document. In other embodiment, the toggle 

operation 1006 may configure an authoring application that is currently configured in a 

private operating mode into a public operation mode. In such embodiments, the authoring 

application begins withholding content changes from the master copy. In one embodiment, 

the authoring application begins storing the content changes in a local cache memory.

[0076] An indicate operation 1008 configures the user interface of the authoring 

application to indicate to the user the selected operation mode. For example, if the user 

chose to have the authoring application run in public mode, then the indicate operation 

1008 may indicate to the user that content changes are being shared with other users. If the 

user chose to have the authoring application run in private mode, then the indicate 

operation 1008 may indicate to the user that content changes are not being shared with 

other users. The toggle process 1000 completes and ends at a stop module 1010.

[0077] Referring to FIGS. 11-19, the principles of the present disclosure can be 

better understood by walking through an example application. FIGS. 11-19 represent 

changes made during a collaborative authoring session to a master copy of a document 

stored on a storage device 1120, a first user copy of the document being edited by a first 

authoring application 1130A, and a second user copy being edited by a second authoring 

application 1130B. Content and metadata updates stored in respective local caches 1135A, 

1135B of the user computing devices also are shown. In one embodiment, the first 

authoring application 1130A and the second authoring application 1130B edit the 

document concurrently. In other embodiments, however, the first and second authoring 

applications 1130A, 1130B can edit (i.e., access) the document at different times using the 

same processes.

[0078] In FIG. 11, the first authoring application 1130A is configured in a public 

mode of operation and the second authoring application 1130B is configured in a private 

mode of operation. In other embodiments, however, each authoring application 1130 can 

be configured into any desired mode of operation. Because the first authoring application
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1130A is operating in public mode, the first authoring application 1130A generally follows

the public mode synchronization process 700 described above with respect to FIG. 7.

Because the second authoring application 1130B is operating in private mode, the second

authoring application 1130B generally follows the private mode synchronization process

900 described above with respect to FIG. 9.

[0079] The master copy of the document has a corresponding master lock table.

For the sake of convenience, in the example shown in FIGS. 11-19, the master lock table is 

displayed as part of the master copy of the document. In other embodiments, however, the 

master lock table can be stored separately from the master copy of the document.

Similarly, for ease in understanding, locks associated with each user copy of the document 

are shown in FIGS. 11-19 as part of the user copy. In other embodiments, however, 

metadata may be separately stored from each user copy.

[0080] In the example shown, the content of the master copy includes a first data 

unit containing the text "Hello World" and the metadata of the master copy includes a first 

lock El around the first data unit. The first lock El is assigned to a first user of the first 

authoring application 1130A. Accordingly, the first authoring application 1130A may edit 

the first data unit. Other authoring applications, such as the second authoring application 

1130B, are inhibited from editing the first data unit. The content and metadata of the 

master copy are reflected in the local caches 1135 A, 1135B of the user devices.

[0081] In FIG. 11, the first authoring application 1130A and the second authoring 

application 1130B each access and begin editing the master copy of the document. The 

first authoring application 1130A edits the first user copy of the document to delete the 

word "Hello" as indicated by the strikethrough annotation (see authoring operation 704 of 

FIG. 7). The second authoring application 1130B edits the second user copy of the 

document to add a second data unit containing the text "Goodbye World" (see authoring 

operation 904 of FIG. 9). A second lock E2, assigned to the second user, is generated 

around the second data unit.

[0082] FIG. 12 illustrates the effects of the first store operations 706, 906 of the 

public mode sync process 700 and the private mode sync process 900, respectively. Each 

of the authoring applications 1130A, 1130B saves any metadata changes generated in the 

respective user copy of the document to the respective local cache 1135A, 1135B for 

transmission to the storage device 1120. In the example shown, the first authoring 

application 1130A has not added any new locks or released the first lock El. Accordingly,
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no changes to the metadata are stored to the local cache 1135A in FIG. 12. The second

authoring application 1130B, however, has added the second lock E2 around a new data

unit. Accordingly, the second lock E2 is stored in a metadata table of the local cache

1135B.

[0083] FIG. 13 illustrates the effects of the first publish operations 708, 908 of the 

public mode sync process 700 and the private mode sync process 900, respectively. The 

respective local caches 1135A, 1135B each transmit the stored metadata to the storage 

device 1120. In the example shown, the second local cache 1135B sends the new lock E2 

to the storage device 1120. The first local cache 1135A, however, does not have any 

metadata changes to send to the storage device 1120.

[0084] In accordance with the second store operation 710 of the public mode sync 

process 700, the first authoring application 1130A saves any content changes to the local 

cache 1135A for transmission to the storage device 1120 when instructions to store the 

content are provided (i.e., explicitly or implicitly) by the user. In accordance with the 

second publish operation 712 of the public mode sync process 700, the instructions to store 

the content trigger the local cache 1135A to publish the content updates to the storage 

device 1120. In the example shown, the removal of the word "Hello" from the first data 

unit is stored to the local cache 1135A in FIG. 12 and transmitted to the storage device 

1120 in FIG. 13.

[0085] In contrast, in accordance with the second store operation 910 of the private 

mode sync process 900, the second authoring application 1130B saves any content changes 

to the local cache 1135B. In the example shown in FIG. 12, the addition of the second data 

unit ("Goodbye World") is reflected in the local cache 1135B. In accordance with the 

determination module 912 of the private mode sync process 900, however, the local cache 

1135B will only send the updated content to the storage device 1120 when a publication 

instruction is provided by the user. In the example shown in FIG. 13, publication 

instructions are not provided and the second data unit is not transmitted to the storage 

device 1120.

[0086] FIGS. 14 and 15 illustrate the effects of the first instantiate operations 714, 

916 of the public mode sync process 700 and the private mode sync process 900, 

respectively. Each authoring application 1130A, 1130B obtains metadata updates from the 

storage device 1120 and automatically instantiates the metadata updates into the respective 

user copy of the document. In the example shown, the second lock E2 is pulled from the
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master copy of the document on the storage device 1120 and saved in the first local cache 

1135A of the first user device as shown in FIG. 14. The first authoring application 1130A 

automatically instantiates the second lock E2 into the first user copy of the document in 

FIG. 15. Since the first authoring application 1130A did not make any changes to the 

metadata of the first user copy, however, no changes are made to the metadata associated 

with the second user copy and the second local cache 1135B as the metadata already 

reflects the metadata associated with the master copy of the document.

[0087] In addition, the effects of the second instantiate operations 716, 918 of the 

public mode sync process 700 and the private mode sync process 900, respectively, are 

shown in FIGS. 14 and 15. Each authoring application 1130A, 1130B obtains content 

updates from the storage device 1120 and makes the content updates available to the user 

for viewing and/or instantiation. In the example shown, the second local cache 1135B did 

not forward any content changes to the storage device 1120. Accordingly, the first local 

cache 1135A and the first authoring application 1130A do not obtain any content updates 

from the storage device 1120 in FIGS. 14 and 15.

[0088] Since the first authoring application 1130A has shared content changes, 

however, the second local cache 1135B obtains from the storage device 1120 the content 

update deleting the word "Hello" from the first data unit (see FIG. 14). The second 

authoring application 1130B instantiates the content update from the local cache 1135B 

into the user copy of the document in FIG. 15. In one embodiment, the user interface of the 

second authoring application 1130B automatically instantiates the content update into the 

second user copy of the document (see FIG. 15). In another embodiment, however, the 

second authoring application 1130B indicates to the second user that a content update is 

available. In such an embodiment, the second authoring application 1130B instantiates the 

content update when the second user provides instructions to instantiate.

[0089] In FIG. 16, the second user toggles the second authoring application 1130B 

into a public mode configuration. In one embodiment, the second user selects a button on 

the user interface of the second authoring application 1130B to toggle the operating mode 

of second authoring device 1130B. In other embodiments, however, the second user may 

otherwise prompt the second authoring application 1130B to toggle into a public mode of 

operation. After toggling operating modes, the second authoring application 1130B may 

begin following the public mode sync process 700 described above with respect to FIG. 7. 

For example, the second authoring application 1130B may begin sharing content updates as
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well as metadata updates. In one embodiment, previously stored content updates also are

shared.

[0090] In some embodiments, toggling an authoring application from a private 

operating mode to a public operating mode does not cause previously stored content to be 

shared automatically with the storage device. Rather, toggling the mode of the authoring 

application 1130 changes the behavior of the local cache 1135 going forward. For 

example, when the user chooses to "save" the document while the authoring application 

1130 is configured into the public mode, the content changes will be sent to the storage 

device 1120 automatically. In one embodiment, any previously stored changes also will be 

sent with the new content changes. In other embodiments, however, previously stored 

changes may be sent to the storage device 1120 automatically when the authoring 

application 1130 is toggled into a public operating mode without requiring additional user 

interaction.

[0091] In the example shown in FIG. 16, the second authoring application 1130B 

has been toggled into a public mode. The user has not yet chosen to store content changes 

after toggling the authoring application 1130B. Accordingly, the second data unit has not 

been sent yet to the storage device 1120. In the example shown in FIG. 17, the second 

local cache 1135B receives a storage instruction from the user and transmits the second 

data containing the text ("Goodbye World") to the storage device 1120 in accordance with 

the second publish operation 712 of the public mode sync process 700 of FIG. 7. The first 

local cache 1135A obtains the content update from the storage device 1120 in FIG. 18 and 

the authoring application 1130A instantiates the content update in the first user copy of the 

document in FIG. 19.

[0092] Referring now to FIGS. 20-22, an authoring system 2000 having features 

that are examples of inventive aspects in accordance with the principles of the present 

disclosure may enable users to author user copies of documents even when the authoring 

application is disconnected from any storage device storing a master copy of the document. 

The authoring system 2000 includes a user device 2010 executing an authoring application 

2030 to author a user copy 2055 of a document. In the example shown, the user device 

2010 is offline (e.g., disconnected from a network 2060). Accordingly, the user device 

2010 does not share either content or metadata changes generated when authoring the user 

copy 2055 of the document until connected to the network 2060.
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[0093] The user device 2010 also includes a local cache 2035 in which metadata 

2039 pertaining to the user copy 2055 of the document is stored. In one embodiment, the 

metadata 2039 may be updated periodically to reflect changes made to the local copy 2055 

of the document. In another embodiment, the metadata 2039 is updated at the end of each 

authoring session. The local cache 2035 also includes a store cache 2031, an upload cache 

2033, and an obtain cache 2037.

[0094] The authoring application 2030 periodically saves content changes into the 

store cache 2031. In some embodiments, content updates are stored in the store cache 2031 

at intervals throughout the authoring process (e.g., via an automatic save feature). In other 

embodiments, the authoring application 2030 may store the content changes when the user 

provides instructions to save the document. In one embodiment, the store cache 2031 

stores multiple content updates according to an order in which the updates were generated. 

In another embodiment, however, content updates are stored in the store cache 2031 at the 

end of an authoring session. For example, a comparison may be made between the user 

copy 2055 of the document and an initial copy (not shown) of the document and the 

differences may be stored in the store cache 2031.

[0095] The local cache 2035 sends any content changes stored within the upload 

cache 2033 to a storage device (not shown) via the network 2060 when the user device 

2010 is connected to the network 2060. For example, the local cache 2035 may share 

content updates stored in the upload cache 2033 as soon as the user device 2010 is 

connected to the network 2060. In one embodiment, the local cache 2035 may share the 

content updates stored in the upload cache 2033 even if the authoring application ceased 

executing before the user device 2010 was connected to the network 2060.

[0096] In general, the operating mode into which the authoring application 2030 is 

configured determines when content updates are arranged in the upload cache 2033. If the 

authoring application 2030 is configured into a public mode of operation, then the local 

cache 2035 may store the content changes in the upload cache 2033 automatically for later 

transmission to the network 2060. In one embodiment, the local cache 2035 copies the 

content updates from the store cache 2031 to the upload cache 2033.

[0097] If the authoring application 2030 is configured into a private mode of 

operation, however, then the local cache 2035 does not automatically save the content 

changes into the upload cache 2033. For example, in one embodiment, the content changes 

may be stored in the upload cache 2033 when the authoring application 2030 is toggled into
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a public mode. In another embodiment, the content changes may be stored into the upload

cache 2033 when the user provides instructions to share the content changes regardless of

the operating mode of the authoring application 2030.

[0098] Previously obtained content updates that have not yet been instantiated into 

the first user copy 2055 may be stored in the obtain cache 2037. These content updates 

may be instantiated into the user copy 2055 at any time regardless of whether the user 

device 2010 is connected to the network 2060. In one embodiment, the obtain cache 2037 

stores an ordered list of content updates to be integrated with the user copy 2055. Content 

updates may be removed from the obtain cache 2037 as they are instantiated into the user 

copy 2055 of the document. In some embodiments, a user may choose to "undo" 

instantiation of content updates from the obtain cache 2037. In one such embodiment, the 

content update may be added back into the obtain cache 2037 when the user undoes the 

instantiation.

[0099] FIG. 21 illustrates an operational flow for an authoring process 2100 by 

which an authoring application, such as authoring application 2030, may edit a user copy of 

a document, such as user copy 2055, when the authoring application 2030 is offline. The 

authoring process 2100 initializes and begins at a start module 2102 and proceeds to an 

obtain operation 2104. The obtain operation 2104 receives editing instructions to be 

implemented on the user copy 2055 of the document. Typically, the obtain operation 2104 

receives editing instructions to be implemented on one or more data units within the user 

copy 2055.

[0100] A first determine module 2106 checks whether the data unit to be edited is 

locked. For example, the first determine module 2106 may check the metadata 2039 stored 

in the local cache 2035 of the first user device 2010 to determine whether an external lock 

(i.e., a lock associated with another user) is associated with the data unit to be edited. If the 

first determine module 2106 determines the data unit to be edited is locked by another user, 

then an error operation 2108 inhibits editing of the data unit. For example, in one 

embodiment, the error operation 2108 may inform the user of the authoring application 

2030 that the data unit should not be edited. In another embodiment, the error operation 

2108 may inform the user of the authoring application 2030 that the data unit cannot be 

edited. The authoring process 2100 cycles back to the obtain operation 2104 to begin 

again.
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[0101] If the first determine module 2106 determines the data unit to be edited is 

not locked, however, then a request operation 2114 adds a request for a lock to the 

metadata 2039 stored in the local cache 2035. Because the request cannot be synchronized 

with a master copy of the document, however, the request operation 2114 does not actually 

assign a lock to the data unit. Before requesting the lock, an optional warn operation 2110 

may issue a warning to the user of the authoring application 2030. For example, the warn 

operation 2110 may indicate to the user that the authoring application 2030 is offline and, 

accordingly, changes made to the user copy 2055 cannot be synchronized with a master 

copy of the document. The warn operation 2110 also may remind the user that conflicts 

may result from editing the user copy 2055 of the document when changes cannot be 

synchronized.

[0102] If the warn operation 2110 is implemented, then a second determine module 

2112 determines whether or not the authoring application 2030 should continue 

implementing the editing instructions. For example, the second determine module 2112 

may receive a selection from the user of the authoring application 2030 through a user 

interface tool presented to the user. If the second determine module 2112 determines the 

editing instructions should not be implemented, then the authoring process 2100 is directed 

back to the obtain operation 2104 to begin again.

[0103] If the second determine module 2112 determines the editing instruction 

should be implemented, however, then the authoring process 2100 proceeds to the request 

operation 2114 described above. An execute operation 2116 edits the user copy 2055 in 

accordance with the editing instruction. A third determine module 2118 determines 

whether the document should be stored in the local cache 2035. In one embodiment, the 

third determine module 2118 determines whether an instruction to save the document has 

been received from the user. In another embodiment, the third determine document 

determines whether an auto-save feature has been activated.

[0104] If the third determine module 2118 determines the document should not be 

saved, then the authoring process 2100 cycles back to the obtain operation 2104 and begins 

again. If the third determine module 2118 determines the document should be saved, 

however, then a store operation 2120 adds an indication of the change in the document 

resulting from implementing the editing instruction to the store cache 2031 of the local 

cache 2035. For example, the store operation 2120 may add the editing instruction itself to 

the store cache 2031. In another embodiment, the store operation 2120 may add a content
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delta (e.g., an indication of the difference in the user copy caused by implementing the

editing instruction) to the store cache 2031.

[0105] A fourth determine module 2122 determines whether the authoring 

application 2030 is configured in a public mode of operation or a private mode of 

operation. If the third determine module 2120 determines the authoring application 2030 is 

configured in a public mode of operation, then a publish operation 2124 shares the content 

updates with a storage device. For example, the local cache 2035 may copy the content 

updates saved in the store cache 2031 into an upload cache 2033 and transmit the upload 

cache 2033 to the storage device. In one embodiment, the publish operation 2124 indicates 

an order in which the changes and/or the editing instructions should be instantiated into the 

master copy of the document when the first user device is connected to the network 2060. 

The authoring process 2100 completes and ends at a stop module 2128.

[0106] If the fourth determine module 2122 determines the authoring application 

2030 is configured in a private mode of operation, however, then a fifth determine module 

2126 determines whether instructions to upload the content changes have been expressly 

provided by the user. If instructions to upload the content changes have been expressly 

provided, then the authoring process 2100 proceeds to the publish operation 2124. If, 

however, instructions to upload the content changes have not been provided, then the 

authoring process 2100 completes and ends at stop module 2122 as described above.

[0107] In general, a user device, such as user device 2010, synchronizes at least 

metadata when connected to a storage device via a network, such as network 2060. In one 

embodiment, the user device synchronizes metadata even when an authoring application is 

not executing. Whether or not the user device synchronizes content may depend on 

whether the authoring application is configured into a public mode of operation or a private 

mode of operation. The mode of operation into which the authoring application is 

configured may be relevant even if the authoring application is not executing when the user 

device is connected to the network.

[0108] FIG. 22 illustrates an operational flow for a transition process 2200 that may 

be implemented by a user device, such as user device 2010, when the user device is 

connected to a storage device via a network, such as network 2060. The transition process 

2200 initializes and begins at a start module 2202 and proceeds to a connect operation 

2204, which communicatively couples the user device 2010 to the network 2060. The user
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device 2010 may communicatively connect to a storage device storing a master copy of the

document via the network 2060.

[0109] An obtain operation 2206 retrieves an updated version of the master copy of 

the document including content and metadata in order to begin synchronizing the user copy 

2055 with the master copy. In one embodiment, the obtain operation 2206 polls the storage 

device for the most recent version of the master copy. In another embodiment, the obtain 

operation 2206 receives the most recent version from the storage device automatically 

when the connection is made. In one embodiment, the obtain operation 2206 is 

implemented even when the authoring application 2030 is not executing.

[0110] A compare operation 2208 determines any differences between the obtained 

master copy and the user copy 2055. For example, the compare operation 2208 determines 

any differences in metadata and/or any differences in content. A first determine module 

2210 determines whether any conflicts exist between the user copy 2055 and the obtained 

master copy based on the comparison. For example, the first determine module 2210 may 

determine whether the authoring application 2030 edited any data units that were locked 

and/or edited on the master copy subsequent to when the user device 2010 went offline. In 

one embodiment, the compare operation 2208 and first determine module 2210 are 

implemented when the user device 2010 connects to the network 2060 regardless of 

whether the authoring application 2030 is executing.

[0111] If the first determine module 2210 determines that no conflicts exist, then 

the transition process 2200 proceeds to a first share operation 2214 that transmits metadata 

updates from the user copy of the document to the master copy. For example, the first 

share operation 2214 may transmit to the master copy lock requests for data units edited by 

the authoring application 2030. If the first determine module 2210 determines that 

conflicts exist, however, then a resolution operation 2212 inhibits further editing until the 

conflicts are resolved.

[0112] In general, the resolution operation 2212 provides notification to the user of 

the authoring application 2030 that conflicts exist. In one embodiment, the resolution 

operation 2212 provides the notification when the authoring application 2030 is accessed.

In another embodiment, the resolution operation 2212 provides the notification when the 

authoring application 2030 accesses the user copy 2055 of the document. In one 

embodiment, the resolution operation 2212 displays the conflicts to the user and enables the 

user to fix the conflicts. In another embodiment, the resolution operation 2212 provides to
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the user a set of possible solutions to each conflict. When the conflicts have been resolved,

the transition process 2200 proceeds to and executes the first share operation 2214 as

described above.

[0113] A second determine operation 2216 ascertains the operating mode (e.g., 

public mode or private mode) of the authoring application 2030. If the second determine 

operation 2216 determines the authoring application 2030 is operating in public mode, then 

a second share operation 2222 transmits content updates to the storage device for 

integration into the master copy of the document. In one embodiment, the second share 

operation 2222 transmits all content changes stored in an upload cache 2033 (FIG. 21) in 

the local cache 2035. The transition process 2200 completes and ends at a stop module 

2224.

[0114] If the second determine operation 2216 determines the authoring application 

2030 is operating in private mode, however, then a third determine module 2220 

determines whether the user has provided instructions to share the content updates. For 

example, the third determine module 2218 may receive instructions via a user interface of 

the authoring application 2030 to share changes despite the authoring application 2030 

being configured into a private operating mode. In one embodiment, the third determine 

module 2218 ascertains a user command provided via a user interface of the authoring 

application 2030.

[0115] If the third determine module 2218 determines instructions to share content 

have been provided, then the transition process 2200 proceeds to a queue operation 2220 in 

which the content updates are prepared for transmission to the storage device. For 

example, the content updates may be stored in an update cache, such as update cache 2033 

(FIG. 20). The transition process 2200 proceeds to and executes the second share operation 

2222 as described above.

[0116] Embodiments of the disclosure may be implemented as a computer process 

(method), a computing system, or as an article of manufacture, such as a computer program 

product or computer readable media. The processes (programs) can be implemented in any 

number of ways, including the structures described in this document. One such way is by 

machine operations, of devices of the type described in this document. Another optional 

way is for one or more of the individual operations of the methods to be performed on a 

computing device in conjunction with one or more human operators performing some of
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the operations. These human operators need not be collocated with each other, but each 

can be only with a machine that performs a portion of the program.

[0117] The computer program product may be a computer storage media readable 

by a computer system and encoding a computer program of instructions for executing a 

computer process. The computer program product may also be a propagated signal on a 

carrier readable by a computing system and encoding a computer program of instructions 

for executing a computer process. The term computer readable media as used herein 

includes both storage media and communication media.

[0118] Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the disclosure may be practiced 

with other computer system configurations, including hand-held devices, multiprocessor 

systems, microprocessor-based or programmable consumer electronics, minicomputers, 

mainframe computers, and the like. The disclosure may also be practiced in distributed 

computing environments where tasks are performed by remote processing devices that are 

linked through a communications network. In a distributed computing environment, 

program modules may be located in both local and remote memory storage devices. 

Generally, program modules include routines, programs, components, data structures, and 

other types of structures that perform particular tasks or implement particular abstract data 

types.

]0119] Throughout this specification and claims which follow, unless the context 

requires otherwise, the word "comprise", and variations such as "comprises" and 

"comprising", will be understood to imply the inclusion of a stated integer or step or group 

of integers or steps but not the exclusion of any other integer or step or group of integers or 

steps.

[0120] The reference in this specification to any prior publication (or information 

derived from it), or to any matter which is known, is not, and should not be taken as an 

acknowledgment or admission or any form of suggestion that that prior publication (or 

information derived from it) or known matter forms part of the common general 

knowledge in the field of endeavour to which this specification relates.
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THE CLAIMS DEFINING THE INVENTION ARE AS FOLLOWS:

1. An authoring system for editing a first user copy of a document on a user device, 

the first user copy being generated based on a master copy of the document, the authoring 

system comprising:

a local cache stored on the user device, the local cache including a store cache and 

an upload cache;

an authoring application configured to execute on the user device, the authoring 

application being configured to edit the first user copy of a document, the authoring 

application being adapted to be selectively configured into an operating mode selected
I

from the group consisting of a public operating mode and a private operating mode, the 

authoring application being configured to generate metadata updates based on edits made 

to the first user copy of the document and to generate content updates based on edits made 

to the first user copy of the document, the metadata updates including at least one lock 

generated by the authoring application around at least one data unit of the first user copy of

the document, the lock inhibiting other authoring applications from editing the at least one
f

data unit on any other user copy of the document, the data unit being visible on at least one 

other user copy of the document, the at least one data unit comprising a portion of the 

document, the portion of the document being less than an entirety of all data units within 

the document, the lock being associated with the at least one data unit, the lock'allowing 

the other authoring applications to edit any data unit of the document not associated with 

the lock;

a metadata sync module configured to synchronize the metadata updates between 

the first user copy of the document and the master copy of the document regardless of the 

mode of operation into which the authoring application is configured;

a protect module configured to store the generated content updates into the store 

content cache of the local cache when the protect module receives instructions to store the 

document, the protect module also being further configured to store the generated content 

updates into the upload cache when the generated content updates are stored into the store 

cache if the authoring application is configured into the public operating mode; and
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a publish module configured to share the content updates stored in the upload cache 

with the master copy of the document, wherein sharing the content updates with the master 

copy of the document integrates the content updates into the master copy. ·

2. The authoring system of claim 1, further comprising:

an obtain module configured to obtain external content updates from the master 

copy of the document regardless of the operating mode into which the authoring 

application is configured, the external content updates being generated by one or more 

other authoring applications; and

an obtain cache in which the obtain module stores the external content updates 

obtained from the master copy.

3. The authoring system of claim 2, wherein the authoring application is configured to 

provide an indication that external content updates are available when the obtain module 

has stored the external content updates in the second content cache, and wherein the 

authoring application is configured to instantiate one or more of the external content 

updates into the user copy of the document.

4. The authoring system of any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein the protect module also 

stores the generated content updates into the upload cache when the generated content 

updates are stored into the store cache if the authoring application is configured in the 

private operating mode and the protect module has received instructions to share the 

content updates.

5. The authoring system of any one of claims 1 to 4, wherein the authoring application 

is configured to access the master copy of the document via a connection to a network.

6. The authoring system of claim 5, wherein the authoring application is configured to 

enable editing of the user copy of the document when the authoring application is not 

connected to the network.
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7. The authoring system of claim 5 or 6, wherein the authoring application is 

configured to provide a warning when the authoring application is not connected to the 

network, the warning indicating the authoring application cannot synchronize the user 

copy with the master copy.

8. A computer-implemented method of synchronizing a user copy of a document with 

a master copy of the document, the user copy of the document being stored on a user 

computing device and the master copy of the document being stored on a storage device 

that is configured to be communicatively coupled to the user computing device, the 

method comprising:

connecting the user computing device to the storage device;

selecting a private mode of operation for an authoring application;

editing at the user computing device the user copy of the document with the

authoring application to generate at least a first content update;

transmitting periodically from the user computing device to the storage device any

metadata updates generated by editing the user copy of the document, wherein the 

metadata updates are instantiated into the master copy stored on the storage device;

storing at the user computing device the content update generated by editing the 

user copy of the document;

receiving periodically at the user computing device external metadata updates from 

the master copy of the document when the master copy has been updated to include the 

external metadata updates, at least one of the received external metadata updates being a 

lock around at least one data unit of the user copy of the document, the lock preventing the 

user from editing the at least one data unit of the user copy of the document, the at least 

one data unit comprising a portion of the user copy of the document, the portion being less 

than all text within the user copy of the document, the lock being associated with the at 

least one data unit, the lock allowing the user to edit any data unit of the user copy of the 

document not associated with the lock;

instantiating the external metadata updates received from the master copy of the 

document into the user copy of the document;
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receiving periodically at the user computing device external content updates from 

the master copy of the document when the master copy has been updated to include the 

external content updates.

9. The computer-implemented method of claim 8, further comprising: 

receiving instantiation instructions; and

instantiating the external content updates into the user copy of the document in 

accordance with instantiation instructions.

10. The computer-implemented method of claim 8 or 9, further comprising: 

providing an indication of availability of the external content updates within the

authoring application;

receiving instructions to view the external content updates within the authoring 

application;

providing options for instantiating the external content updates within the user copy 

of the document; and

implementing selected options for instantiating the external content updates within 

the user copy of the document.

11. The computer-implemented method of any one of claims 8 to 10, further 

comprising:

receiving instructions to configure the authoring application into a public mode of 

operation;

toggling the authoring application into the public mode of operation; and 

sharing with the master copy of the document the content updates stored at the user

computing device.

12. The computer-implemented method of claim 11, further comprising: 

disconnecting the user computing device from the storage device; 

continuing to edit the user copy of the document with the authoring application;
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storing at the user computing device any content updates generated by the 

authoring application after disconnecting the user computing device from the storage 

device; and

sharing the content updates stored at the user computing device when the user 

computing device is reconnected to the storage device.

13. The computer-implemented method of any one of claims 8 to 12, further 

comprising:

disconnecting the user computing device from the storage device; 

continuing to edit the user copy of the document with the authoring application;

and

storing at the user computing device any content updates generated by the 

authoring application after disconnecting the user computing device from the storage 

device;

wherein the content updates stored at the user computing device are not shared with 

the storage device when the user computing device is reconnected to the storage device 

until the authoring application is toggled into the public mode of operation.

14. A computer readable storage medium storing computer executable instructions, 

which perform a method of authoring a first user copy of a document stored on a user 

device when executed by a computing device, wherein the computer readable storage 

medium does not consist of a propagated signal, the method comprising:

configuring an authoring application into a public mode of operation, wherein the 

authoring application is configured to be executed by the user device to author the first 

user copy of the document, wherein the user device is offline;

editing the first user copy of the document with the authoring application to 

generate a plurality of content updates;

storing at the user device any metadata generated by the authoring application, the 

metadata including at least one lock generated by the authoring application around at least 

one data unit of the first user copy of the document, the lock inhibiting other authoring 

applications from editing the at least one data unit on any other user copy of the document,
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the data unit being visible on at least one other user copy of the document, the at least one 

data unit comprising a portion of the document, the portion of the document being less 

than a total size of all data units within the document, the lock being associated with the at 

least one data unit, the lock allowing the other authoring applications to edit any data unit 

of the document not associated with the lock;

storing in a queue at the user device the content updates generated by the authoring 

application;

connecting the user device to the storage device;

sharing the metadata with the master copy of the document when the user device is 

connected to the storage device even if the authoring application is closed before the user 

device is connected.

15. The computer readable storage medium of claim 14, further comprising: 

sharing the content updates stored in the queue when the user device is connected

to the storage device even if the authoring application is closed before the user device is 

connected.

16. The computer readable storage medium of claim 14 or 15, further comprising: 

obtaining external metadata updates from the master copy of the document after

connecting the user device to the storage device; and

instantiating the metadata updates into the first user copy of the document

automatically.

17. The computer readable storage medium of any one of claims 14 to 16, wherein 

storing in the queue at the user device the content updates generated by the authoring 

application comprises storing the content updates in the queue when the authoring 

application receives finalization instructions from the user.

18. The computer readable storage medium of claim 17, wherein receiving the 

finalization instructions triggers sharing of the content updates when the authoring 

application is configured into the public mode.
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19. The computer readable storage medium of claim 17, wherein receiving the 

finalization instructions does not trigger sharing of the content updates when the authoring 

application is configured into the private mode.

20. The authoring system, computer-implemented method, or computer-readable 

storage medium of any one of claims 1 to 19, substantially as hereinbefore described with 

reference to the accompanying drawings.
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